Two research papers focused on the peculiarities of nanocrystals, proposing a robust protocol for the solvothermal synthesis of nanocrystalline CuInS 2 thin films [13] and how to synthesize photofunctional mesocrystals through a polyol-based fluoride ion slow-releasing approach [14] .
The Special Issue also contains a review [15] on micro-and nanoemulsions, which covers theory and practice about their preparation as well as novel applications in the fields of entomology and parasitology. A growing number of recent papers have stressed the important advantages arising from the use of green micro-and nanoemulsions to enhance the efficacy and stability of selected bioactive compounds of natural origin. Micro-and nanoemulsions of selected natural products have been successfully proposed for the management of parasites and vectors of interest for public health (e.g., mosquitoes and ticks) as well as the control of insect and mite species of agricultural importance. In the final section, the review also highlights challenges and constraints arising from the use of green micro-and nanoemulsions to promote their commercial development for various biological and biomedical purposes [15] .
Overall, as the Editor of Nanomaterials, I am fully aware that the present Special Issue cannot fully reflect the high diversity and creativity of new concepts and tools rapidly developing in this multidisciplinary research field. However, I am confident that this focus on the green synthesis of nanomaterials will contribute to the research interest in the field, providing our readership with a multi-faceted scenario that outlines the importance of cross-field green nanoresearch, its quick growth, as well as its wide-ranging applications.
It is also expected that the present Special Issue will encourage multidisciplinary research on green nanomaterials, broadening the range of potential practical uses. This needs to be coupled with research efforts improving large-scale synthesis and economic viability of the proposed processes, ecotoxicology insights to understand the post-application fate of green nanomaterials, and their long-term stability and impact on human health and the environment. 
